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Abstract

Major modi f icat ions to the CELLO detector are proposed

to meet the demands for future physics at PETRA up to

beam energies of 22 GeV or even 30 GeV. The upgraded

components concern the central tracking device and the

forward region of the detector. The physics ob ject ives

with these improvements are d iscussed.
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1.0 INTRODUCT10N

The CELLO detector has been designed to identify and measure
simultaneously leptons, photons and hadrons over almost the entire solid
angle. This aim is realized by the following mein components:

• thin superconductmg coil giving a high magnetic field,
• tracking device with proportional and drift chambers,
• lead-liquid argon calorimeters,
• hadron filter and muon-detectors.
• small angle forward detectors.

Although these components have operated satisfactorily during the past
four years, we propose here rnajor modifications of our detector in order
to meet the requirernents of a second generation experiment at PETRA,
narnely:

• Operation at higher energies (up to 22-30 GeV per beam) and thus bet-
ter momentum resolution in more complicated events,

• Operation with higher and more complicated background rates,

• ability to aim for different and new physics issues compared to the
time of the proposal of the first generation of PETRA experiments
(1976).

We propose

1. to replace the central tracking device by a cylindrical drift chamber
with high momentum and vertex resolution, and

2. to modify the forward detection system in the polar angle ränge 50 <
i? < 110 mrad by using BGO shower counters with additional tube
chambers, and by installing an existing shower counter in the ränge 26
< 13 < 50 mrad.

The other components of the CELLO detector remain well suited to rneet
the requirements of the next five to six years of physics at PETRA.

With these modifications the CELLO detector will have the following
improved features:

• charged particle measurement with a momentum resolution of a(p)/p2

= 0.5%
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• track reconstructiun down to polar angles of 140 mrad,

• multihadron event reconstruction Tfith a track finding probability of
> 95%,

• almost complete calorimetric measurement of electro-magnetic show-
ers at all polar angles > 26 mrad.

The modifications in the forward region are intended to allow for more
detailed studies of 27-physics and to meet better the requiremeiits of this
relatively new and growing field in e*e~ physics äs discussed during the
recent meetings of the PRC.

Furtherrnore the proposed new components allow a flexible response to
future physics issues or to different background conditions.

The modifications are such that the CELLO detector can run continuously.
The new components will be installed at shutdown times. They will be ful ly
operational in summer 1985, thus we will have at least two years of Opera-
tion before the LEP experiments start data taking. Beyond that time it
can be envisaged that the CELLO detector may play a role äs a first gener-
ation detector at the HERA collider.

The CELLO Collaboration has been enlarged in autumn 1982 by five new
groups, natnely the Üniversities of Glasgow. Hamburg and Tel Aviv and the
DESY groups F14 and F33, which were all members of the forrner
PLUTO-Collaboration,

Introduction

2.Q PHYSICS OBJECTIVES

In this section we discuss some physics issues which will be of importance
during the corning years of running at PETRA. There are two rnain items:
e*e~-annihilation and 27-interactions. Both of which are fields of consid-
erable importance in high energy physics today. In the context of this
proposal we merely mention briefly the relevant ideas without going into
details. We infer from these physics topics the required detector proper-
ties. These properties are compiled and translated into technical
specifications in the next section.

2.1 ELECTRON-POSITRON-ANNIHILATION

we discuss below the following physics questions:

• Is QCD a valid description of strong interactions?

• How do partons fragment into the observed particles?

• How big are the effects from electroweak interactions?

Two further iterns which would be very important if positive results were
found should be added to the above mentioned questions:

• the search for exotic particles, in particular new heavy leptons and
the Higgs boson,

• the search for the sixth quark t.

2.1 l QCD Studies

One aspect of this subject is the more detailed study of the nature of
multijet events. Another is the extraction of relevant information from
correlations of the particles in an event- The aim is to determine the
strength and the energy dependence of the strong coupling constant.

Apart from the question of how well one can identify Jets found in an event
with the underlying parton configuration, event shapes and single parücle
distributions have to be studied. The quality of such an analysis is wors-
ened by bad rnornentum resolution and inefficient track reconstruction. It
turns out that badly rneasured or wrongly reconstructed tracks rnake the
analysis of e.g. charge-correlations cornplicated. For this type of physics a
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good momentum resolution for almost all particles within a high multiplic-
ity hadronic event is required.

2.1.2 Fragmentation of Partons

The study of parton fragmentation which is intimately connected to the
study of QCD will remain a central issue in hadronic e*e~-annihilation. The
main task will be to disentangle carefully single Jets and study them from
two points of view;

to explore the differences between quark- and gluon jets
to measure äs many Jet properties äs possible to find
description of the fragmentation process.

a good

Refined measurements of the final state are needed in order to discrimi-
nate between different models of the fragmentation process /!/. Good
momentum resolution and event reconstruction will play a dominant roie.
Of course, particle identification would be also desirable. Within the given
limitations of the detector, only low momentum particles can be identified
by time of ttight counters or Ionisation measurement. The main objective
of CELLO will therefore be the reconstruction of primary mesons and
baryons like p, D, D*, K°t etc.. where again momentum resolution will be of
supreme importance, and the limited particle identification will only be a
supplementary aid.

2.1.3 Electroweak Effects

At PETRA the theory of electroweak interactions can be tested by observ-
ing interference effects between electromagnetic and weak neutral current
processes. Since the measurable effects grow with s, such tests become
more and more important äs the PETRA energy increases. Electroweak
effects can be studied in both lepton- and quark pair production.

2.1.3.1 Production of Lepton Pairs

Three kinds of reaction are experimentally accessiblei

e+e~ -»
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Measurements of the total cross sectiona of these processes probe the
weak vector coupling constants v{ of the leptons (i = e, p. T). In the Stand-
ard model of electroweak interactions the vt are expected to be very small,
resulting in a limited sensitivity of the total cross section measurement to
electroweak effects. The axial vector coupling constants a^ of p, and r,
however, can be determined by rneasuring the angular asymmetry A,i of
the lepton pairs produced in reactions 2 and 3. Present experimental
results (a,,2 = 1.24 ± 0 16) are in good agreement with the Standard model
(aA8 - 1.00)

In view of the increasmg PETRA energies. fj.-pair production is of special
interest since the achievable experimental accuracy on Aw may provide a
measurement of the Z0 rnass (due to the sensitivity to the propagator
effect). Present data are compatible with m(Z0) = «. within 2.6 Standard
deviations.

To determine the sign of the f ina l state high energy muon unarnbiguously,
high momentum resolution in the central track detector is essenüal.
Compared to the present CELLO detector a time-of-flight system could
significantly reduce Lhe cosmic ray muon background.

CELLO has been able to measure the asymmetry ATT in r-pair production
with an accuracy comparable to that of A^, due to its good angular cover-
age for both charged and neutral particles and its very low trigger bias. A
precise measurement of this reaction is very important since it checks
lepton universality (aT = aj and also provides the possibility to determine
the final state lepton polarization. A measurernent of a parity violating
quantity like the polarization provides Information on the procäuct of vec-
tor and axial veetor coupling constants and thus gives a valuable
additional constraint on both quantities. First measurements on
r-polarisation are already availabie from CELLO. /3/. Again, to improve
these measurements, good momentum resolution is necessary.

2.1.3.2 Electroweak Effec ts in Quark Pair Production

The primary goal is to measure the coupling of the Z0 to heavy quarks. As
in the case of lepton pair production a measurement of the total cross
section provides only limited sensitivity to weak quark couplings. The
expected effects are small and have to be disentangled from QCD cor-
rections. A more promising way is a measurement of quark asyrnmetries.
According to the Standard electroweak theory the expected asymmetry in
fermion pair production due to electroweak interference is inversely pro-
portional to the Charge of the produced fermion. This means that the
expected asymmetries for heavy quark pair production are quite sizeable
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(at Vs = 35 GeV: A^ = -14%, Abb = -27%). The crucial experimental point is
how to tag the charges and flavour of the produced quark. Two exper-
imental approaches have been adopted:

(i) Identify the flavour of produced hadrons:

This has been shown to be possible for charmed mesons by measuring in
the decay sequence:

D'+ - D° K

the mass difference between the K TT* and K~/r*7rf state /4/. A high resol-
ution track detector can identify this process more efficiently because of
its improved rejection of combinatorical background.

(ii) Identify the quark flavour in semileptonic decays:

Inclusive lepton searches provide the possibility to determine the flavour
of the parent quark, Cuts on the transverse momentum of the lepton with
respect to the jet axis of the event allow a discrimination to a certaiu
extent between charm, bottom and heavier quarks. The detector has to
measure precisely the jet direction and the lepton momentum- Lepton (e,
p) identification could use the muon chambers and the dE/dx capabilities
of the central track detector and the liquid argon calorimeter.

2 1.4 Search for Exotic Particles

In gauge theories of particle physics the existence of scalar particles, e.g.
Higgs bosons, has a key function in the understanding of particle masses.
Several searches for new particles have been performed at PETRA so far.
None of them have found positive evidence for any new particle and many
proposed particles have been excluded within the present PETRA energy
ränge. But there remains a considerable number of possibilities (e g. the
existence of photinos, and some kinds of neutral leptons) which have not
been ruled out so far experimentally. Future searches therefore require
better statistics and better detectors. For many processes, {e.g- searches
for new leptons), an almost complete angular coverage with
electromagnetic calorimeters is required to suppress QED background

In the proposed layout CELLO will have an almost complete coverage down
to 26 mrad. Triggering on single low energy electrons and photons. e.g äs
required by searches for supersymmetric particles, is provided by the
lead-liquid argon calorimeters. Together with its excellent e- and
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/i-detection capabilities CELLO will be an ideal detector for refined
searches for new particles.

2.1-5 Top-Phvsics

In 1985 it will certainly be known whether the top quark mass lies within
the beam energy ränge available at PETRA. Even if it has been already dis-
covered, a lot of exciting physics will remain to be done, frequently requir-
ing outstanding detector performance.

2.1.5.1 Toponium studies

Toponium (-^t) will provide a unique laboratory to study the validity of QCD
and gluon jets through the decay into three gluons (ggg) and the radiative
decay into a photon and two gluons (•ygg). The detector requirements for
these studies have been discussed in the sections "Fragmentation of
Partons" on page 4, and "Search for Exotic Particles" on page 6.

The radiative decay of the excited state of toponium (^\) will be extremely
difficult to observe inclusively, However, it will be possible to see the dou-
ble cascade

-* 77 + l+t~

where l* is a lepton, thanks to the excellent granularity of the liquid
argon calorimeter, its 4rr coverage. and its cepability to detect low energy
photons. However, it will be necessary to keep the amount of material
inside the coil äs small äs possible, and also to obtain a very good angular
resolution for the charged leptons.

It will be extremely interesting to look for exotic decays such äs Vt •* ?H°,
where H° is a Higgs boson The energy resolutioo of the electromagnetic
calorimeter is of paramount importance to demonstrate the existence of
such a decay. Good pattern recognition capability and track momentum
resolution will also be very valuable to study the subsequent decay of the
H°. most likely lo T*T" or b b pairs.

The study of the reaction

TT*TT~T('t "» 1**™

gives the possibility of counting the number of neutrinos. A highly effi-
cient trigger on low p± tracks and a large acceptance for charged and neu-
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tral particles will be needed for this measurement. A by-product could be
a very substantial improvement of the present lower limit on the gravitino
mass, since the rate of the decay Vt -* gravitino +• antiphotino goes like
M*(^t)/m2(gravitino).

2.1.5.3 Open top studies

Production of top mesons will yield high multiplicity events, the complete
reconstruction of which will need a good pattern recognition power The
Identification and study of excited top mesons will also require a good abil-
ity to detect and measure very low momentum pions.

The study of the semi leptonic weak decays of the top quark, in order to
meaaure the Kobayashi-Uaskawa angles and phases, will be of particular
interest. Good e/ir Separation for high energy electrons «rill be extremely
important. For this not only the good granularity and energy resolution of
the electromagnetic calorimeter will be required, but also correspondingly
good momentum resolution for charged tracks.

2.2 27-INTERACTIONS

In recent years Sy-interactions have turned out to be a very interestmg
area of physics which is quite complementary to l^-annihüation. The
importance of this field has been pointed out several times by the PRC. As
far äs the CELLO collaboration is concerned, a considerable fraction of our
work has gone into this field. In particular we have results on;

• fo. Aa, TJ' - resonance production /5/
" PoPo production near threshold /5/
• the photon structure function F2 /6/

Our future plans concerning Sy-physics with CELLO were communicated to
the PRC in the document PRC 82/10 of July 9, 1982 "Future Prospects of
Two Photon Physics with the CELLO Detector". Since then the CELLO col-
laboration has been enlarged by groups with experience and interest in
this

We shall now briefly review the physics of 27-interactions with emphasis on
open questions. We discuss the following topics: resonance production and
exclusive states, total 2y-cross sections, the photon structure function
and high transverse momentum jets.

Objectives

2.2.1 Resonance Production and Exclusive States

The states thet can be produced in 27-interations have an even Charge
conjugation parity and spm not equal to 1. The resonances TJ', f°, AZ and f
have been studied by various groups /5,7/. In all cases the 27-widths. FT7,
have large errors due to small statistics and systematic errors including
the lack of understanding of the background under the resonance. In gen-
eral, the F^-values refiect the quark cornposition and structure of the
mesons, and a variety of theoretical predictions exist.

In the future it will be of interest to search for hidden charm states such
äs the TJC and the Tf/'s, and also to look for the direct 27-production of
glueball candidates such äs then i(1440) observed in the K+K~rr° channel by
the Crystal Ball Collaboration /8/. Glueball states are expected to have
lower values of F77 than the qq states, so that even the measurement of
an upper limit on TT, can provide valuable confirmatory evidence of their
gluonic nature. The best experimental signature for the i(l440), e.g. would
be the decay channel K°.K±TT:f. To extract a clean K°, -» TT'TT" signal. äs well
äs to find the narrow mass peaks expected from hidden charm production
in exclusive final states such äs 4n and KKrrTT, a good momentum resol-
ution is crucial to reject combinatorical backgrounds.

Particle identification capability particularly for momenta below l GeV is
very important for low multiplicity 27-physics. Examples are the efficient
rejetion of beam gas background by removing events with slow protons,
and the identification of exclusive 2 body final states such äs pp /9/ and
K+K-

As far äs multiparticle exclusive channels are concerned the channel 77 -*
Tr+Tr+n'rt" has generated the greatest interest due to the observation of
both an unexpectedly large cross section for the production of p°p° states
near threshold and the evidence for a narrow structure at 2.1 GeV /I l/. It
has recently been suggested that the large pp cross section may be due to
VDM effects /12/. In this case a hitherto unobserved and large cross sec-
tion for 77 -* uu near threshold should also exist. For detailed studies of
the reactions, the detector is required to have a good acceptance near the
forward direction. In addition since we are dealing with low momentum,
the trigger must accept particles with low transverse momenta.

2.2.2 Total 27-Cross Section

Preliminary total 27-cross sections have been presented by two groups
/13/- There is substantial disagreement. The problem is in the determi-
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naüon of the acceptance of Iow multiplicity events in particular and in
finding a model to adequately describe the final hadronic System. A point
of considerable importance in the total cross section raeasurement is the
determination of its Q2 dependance. It is of interest to measure carefully
the transition from the rapid Qz dependence of the VDM region to the slow-
er one of the pointlike 2y-interaction. At both Iow and high Q8 it will also
be of interest to see if the l/W8 dependence expected from pointlike inter-
actions is observed.

2,2.3 Photon Structure Function

The interest in the stnicture function lies in the expectation that it can
be calculated to a good approximation in perturbative QCD, both in shape
and magnitude, given the value of A. Measurements so far are in substan-
tial agreement with QCD predictions /6.14/ but yet are unable to establish
the expected logarithmic Q2 dependence /15/. A good measurement of
the structure function at large x, where the differences between the
quark-parton model and QCD are largest. requires an understanding of the
acceptance at Iow W and high Q8. Determination of the Qz dependence
requires measurements of the tagged electron over a large angular ränge,
thus requiring a small angle tagging device. The CELLO liquid argon endcap
calorimeters will act äs good tagging devices at high values of Q2.

We have studied the expected resolution in W and x with Monte Carlo
methods. Figure l and Figure 2 on page 12 show the distributions of
«rii/ff for the 1983 version of CELLO and for the proposed one. W„, is the
energy of the 27-system äs reconstructed from the detected ch rged and
neutral particles in the central detector and in the shower counters. Fig-
ure 3 and Figure 4 on page 13 show the corresponding distributions of
x/x^t,. In particular at Iow W and high x a good resolution will be obtained.

With the good acceptance for the final gtate particles to be expected in the
upgraded CELLO detector, and a sufficiently high integrated luminosity,
detailed studies of the final state in high Q2 single tag events will become
possible. Evidence can be sought for the expected 2-jet structure (one jet
at high pi, the other in the beam direction). The flavour tasting tech-
niques mentioned above in See. " Electroweak Effects in Quark Pair
Production" on page 5 can be used to measure directly the contribution
of charmed quarks to F2. A good momentum resolution, äs well äs an eff i -
cient electron recognitlon for all energies are clearly of great importance
for such studies.

Physics Objectives 10

2 2.4 Hi£h Transverse Mo_mentum Jets

The observation of jets with dff/dpL a ~ Pi~4 is predicted by QCD. Such Jets
can be due either to a highly virtual photon or to the exchange of an
off-mass-shell quark. The first case corresponds to the photon structure
function äs described above. In both these cases the VÜM part of the
27-interactions should rnake negligible contribution. Several PETRA exper-
iments have reported on the jets resulting from the exchange of
off-mass-shetl quarks, but with Iow statistics /16/. To date neither
detailed jet topology. nor their Q2 dependence has been studied. In all
experiments an excess of high p± jets over the lowest order prediction is
observed. 1t remains to be seen whether this excess can be understood in
terms of a VDM Sy-interaction alone.

The tagging of high-pj. jets becomes d i f f i cu l t for energies W ̂  10 GeV. Here
the tagging rates for energies of the scattered electrons of > 6 CeV are
comparable to the rate of high energy photons radiated from
ly-annihilation events. We therefore airn at identifying photon initiated
showers (e/7 Separation) in the ränge 30 < 0 < 105 mrad. This measure
also improves the acceptance of f ina l state (soft) photons from
27-processes.

Physics Objectivea 11



WVI5/W

Figure 1. Distribution of W^./W for the 1983 version of CELLO: from
deep inelastic 67 scattering events (Eb„m = 17 GeV;
E,. > 7 GeV; u-, d-, s-, c-quarks vrith LUND-fragmentation).

wvis/w

Figure 2. Distribution of W^/W for the proposed version of
CELLO: from deep inelastic ey scattering events (EbMim =
17 GeV; E.. > 7 GeV; u-, d-, s-, c-quarks with
LUND-fragmentation).
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Figure 3. Distr ibution of x/x^, for the 1983 version of CELLO: from
deep inelastic ey scattering events (Eb.,m = 17 GeV;
E,. > 7 GeV; u-, d-, 9-, c-quarks with LUND-fragmenta t ion)
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Figure 4 Distribution of x/xrt, for the proposed version of
CELLO from deep inelastic ey scattering events (E^.m -
17 GeV; E,. > 7 GeV; u-, d - , g-, c-quarks with
LUND-fragmentation).
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3.0 SPECIFICATION OF THE NEW DETECTOR COMPONENTS

From the physics aims presented above we infer the following general
properties of the new detector components. They have been obtained from
detailed studies of the feasibility of different solutions for the detector
components with boundary conditions given by the existing hardware of
the CELLO detector.

3,1 CENTRAL TRACK DETECTOR

Our choice is to buüd conventional cylindrical drift chambers in a single
gas volume. The following general design criteria have been considered:

1. Drift^ Chambers

• High momentum resolution,

• good resolution of the reconstructed vertex,

• good spatial resolution in case of high track densities äs expected
in jets with energies above 20 GeV,

• drift cells which allow Operation at high magnetic field,

• Option for dE/dx measurement,

• easy Integration into the existing CELLO trigger-system.

2. Mechanics

• Rigid endplates, with precision drilled wire feedthroughs. These
are parts of a pressure vessel which allows stable Operation up to
3 bar. Hence we can operate the chambers at normal pressure
independent of atmospheric changes and have the option of
improving the resolution by operating at higher pressures,

• a separate, but also internally rigid inner part. the vertex cham-
ber, to allow a later adjustment to different beam and background
conditions without changing the complete detector (The proposed
Setup will also minimize the material in front of the forward
detectors),

• thin beampipe äs integral part of the vertex chamber,
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• space for TOF counters between pressure vessel and coil.

3. Electronics

« Design based on existing and proven Solutions (TDC, ADC), but flex-
ible enough to allow for future extensions,

• capabüity of equipping all channels with TDC, ADC and Charge divi-
sion readout.

4. Data Acquisition and Processing

• Füll use of existing knowledge anJ Software solutions concerning
checkout of the drift chambers, data readout and system cah-
bration,

• pattern recognition and track fi t t ing on the basis of procedures
which are already existing and have been well tested.

3.2 FORWARD TAGGING COUNTERS

The present tagging counter of CELLO covers the angular ränge from 50 to
100 mrad. It is positioned outside the endcap cryo^tat behind a massive
flange of two radiation lengths thickness on average. Thus the Q2 resol-
ution of electrons is limited to 15% at E,. - 6 GeV. It is difficult to identify
showers from Iow energy photons.

The proposed modifications to the forward taggers are guided by the fol-
lowing design goals:

• extended coverage for electrons down to 26 mrad in order to provide
t.agging at moderate Qa,

• a Qa resolution which matches that of the endcap liquid argon count-
ers ((j(Q2)/Qa - 6%) (At smaller anglea this requires not only a good
energy resolution, but also a fine segrnentation in the angle.),

• coverage of photon measurement for E 7 S 150 MeV in the ränge 26 < 0

< 105 mrad. This implies the ability to identify photon initiated show-
ers (i.e. e/7 Separation), and also a minimum amount of material in
front of the detectors,

• radiation resistant shower counter materials.
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The above mentioned massive flange of the endcap cryostat at Izl =
2200 mm cuts into the forward acceptance down to 55 mrad. Hence we
choose a two step solution (äs has been sketched in our note PRC 82/10):

1. A large angle forward detector (LAF) inside the endcap cryostat at Izl -
1500 mm covering the angular ränge 50 < i) < 110 mrad- This counter
is exposed to a field of 0.5 to l T.

2. A small angle forward detector (SAF) at Izl ~ 3500 mm outside the
endcap cryostat covering the angular ränge 26 < i? < 50 mrad.

We propose a BGO counter for region 1. In region 2 we plan to use either a
modified version of the present lead glass tagging System or the small
angle tagger of PLUTO which is a lead scintillator counter. The lead glass
system would be shielded by - 1.5 cm of lead wrapped around the
beampipe. If radiation damage to the lead glass cannot be prevented even
by this shielding, we propose to use the PLUTO counter instead. The show-
er counters in region l and region 2 will be supplemented by 4 planes of
drift and proportional chambers for e/y Separation.

3.3 BEAMPIPE

The central part of the beampipe. covering the angular ränge of li?l > 130
mrad has to be äs thin äs possible: a value of 0.5% to 0.8% radiation length
is envisaged. This very thin part has essentially two functions:

• to allow a high precision vertex reconstruction with the central detec-
tor

• to minimize electron background from 7 conversions

The twofold structure of the forward tagging counters is reflected by two
Windows.

The Window for particles in the LAF angular ränge (50 < tf < 110 mrad) will
be conical. The beampipe trumpet for this window is relatively thick. 1t
serves at the same time äs a rigid wall of the vertex chamber and in com-
bination with other absorbers installed in the beampipe äs a Synchrotron
radiation shield for the inner detector. For the particles traversing the
beampipe in the extreme forward direction (26 < T) < 50 mrad). another
window has to be installed. The necessary beampipe trumpet can be posi-
tioned downstream behind the LAF.
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4.0 CENTRAL TRACK DETECTOR

The proposed central track detector was designed making widely use of the
experience we have collected so far in building such detectors. It was
aimed to have an improved performance in momentum and vertex resol-
ution and in pattern recognition for events with high track densities It
should be mentioned in this context that especially the latter property is a
necessary requirement for measurments of the current jet in deep inelas-
tic ep-interactions at HERA.

Furthermore the proposed modification was guided by our experience that
the existing inner detector will deteriorate in its performance due to aging
effects, so that the physical capacity of the vrhole detector may suffer
considerably.

The proposed central track detector contains 36 layers of drift chambers
in a common gas volume äs shown in Figure 5 on page 18, and will be
referred to äs 'Stereo Wirp Chamber' (SWC). The beam pipe serves äs the
inner wall of the vessel. It consists of a thin beryllium pipe in the center,
to allow for a good vertex reconstruction, followed by two cones which are
thick enough to protect the volume of the central detector against
Synchrotron radiation produced in the mini-beta quadrupoles of PETRA. In
order to allow for adaptation to future beam and background conditions,
and also for possible new vertex detection techniques, the inner part is
mechanically separated from the much larger outer one. The smallest
angle at which coordinates of charged particles can be measured is 135
mrad.

The 36 drift layers are arranged in an uncommon way, namely 18 at +2°.
none at 0°, and 18 at -2° ("18:0:18"). This choice gives an extra constraint
for the track reconstruction, äs compared to traditional divisions like 3:9:3
(TASSO) or 5:11:5 (new PLUTO central detector). The point is that if the the
stereo angles are kept equal for all layers of one stereo view. charged par-
ticles produce circular images in that view . One can therefore perform an
independent track reconstruction in the stereo view and thus increases
the probability for finding a particular trajectory. The proviso is however
that the stereo view contains a sufficient number of layers to allow an
efficient track finding. In view of the left-right ambiguities in the drift
cells the 9 layers resulting from a 9:18:9 division are marginal. A modifica-
tion into a 18:18:0 division. on the other hand, gives a good track
reconstruction in the stereo view, without seriously harming the tradi-
tional way of the z-reconstruction. Our preference of the proposed 18:0:18
division äs compared to the 18:18:0 scheme is motivated by the better
z-resolution. Detailed Monte Carlo studies have shown that the füll track
reconstruction in such a device is manageable.

Central Track Detector 17
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4.1 PRESSURE VESSEL

The gas vessel will be constructed for a pressure of 3 bars, an Option which
may be used to improve the tracking accuracy. The endflange will be
thinner than that of the present CELLO central detector. Its rigidity is pro-
vided by the spherical shape. The outer dianieter is chosen such äs to
allow the later insertion of a time of flight counter which could be useful
to provide a cosmic trigger for the central detector and to reject back-
ground from cosmic rays. Details of this System are under study.

The conical part of the beam pipe obscures only the angular ränge from
110 to 130 mrad. which is inefficient anyway because of the cryostat of the
liquid argon endcap calorimeter. The diameter of the beryllium part and
of the Synchrotron radiation absorbers are based on a conservative evalu-
ation of the experience obtained in the data taking at the end of 1982. The
experience of the PETRA detectors at the forthcoming higher energies may
still lead to modifications. For this reason the inner part of the SWC is
mechanically separated, so that the construction of the outer part which
contains 96% of the wires can start without delay.

4.2 DRIFT WIRES

The arrangement of the 7488 drift ceüs is shown in Tbl. l {p.20) . The
wires are arranged in hyperbolic layers, due to the stereo angle. Four lay-
ers form a block, which contains a set of two +2°- and two -2°-layers with
staggered cell arrangement. Thus the inherent ambiguities of the driftcells
can be resolved locally.

The shape of the cell is chosen to be hexagonal, which represents the most
economical approximation of an ideal circular one. This shape hes been
used and extensively studied (with and without magnetic field) in the new
PLUTO central drift detector. The hexagonal cell shape has very uniform
drift properties in more than 60% of the cell volume, independent of the
strength of the magnetic field, and thus facilitates track reconstruction.
The pulse height Information can in principle also be read out from the
wire Signals, providing dE/dx information. In our design we explicitly try
to optimize the drift resolution, even at the expense of dE/dx resolution
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Nr.

1

2

3
4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28

Radius

(z=0)
(mm)

78.7

94.0

110.7

129.1

152.0
163.4

175.6

188.7

202.8

217.9

234.2

251.7

270.6

284.0

298.2

313.0

328.6

345.0

362.2

380.3

399.2

414.1

429.6

445.6

462.3

479.6

497.5

516.1

Radius

(z=zm)

(UM)

81.4
97.5

115.0

134.3

157.3

168.3

180.2

193.0

206.8

221.6

237.7

254.9

273.5

286.8

300.3

315.5

331.0

347.3

364.3

382.2

401.1

415.9

431.3

447.3

463.9

481.1

496.9

517.4

ZB

Len/2)

(mm)

596.5

736.5

889.2

1058.3

1163.3

1162.0

1160.4

1158.7

1156,6

1154.2

1151.4

1148.2

1144.5

1141.7

1138.6

1135.1

1131.3

UZ7.1

1122.4

1117.3

1111.6

1106.9

1101.8

1096.3

1090.3

1083.9

1076.9

1069.4

Number

of

wires

80

80

80

80

128

128

128

128

128

128

128

128

192

192

192

192

192

192

192

192

256

256

256

256

256

256

256

256

Drift-

dist.

(mm)

3.09

3.69

4.35

5.07

3.73

4.01

4.31

4.63

4.98

5.35

5.75

6.18

4 43

4.65

4.88

5.12

5.38

5.65

5.93

6.22

4.90

5.08

5.27

5.47

5.67

5.89

6.11

6.33

Stereo

angle

(mrad)

34.9

34.9

-34.9

-34.9

34.9

34.9

-34.9

-34.9

34.9

34.9

-34.9

-34.9

34.9

34.9

-34.9

-34.9

34.9

34.9

-34.9

-34.9

34.9

34.9

-34.9

-34.9

34.9

34.9

-34.9

-34.9

Nr.

29

30
31
32

33

34

35

36

Radius

(z=0)

(mm)

535.4

551 4

567-8

584.8

602.3

620.3

638.9

658.0

Radius

(z=zm)
(mm)

536.6

552.6

569.0

585.9

603.4

621.3

639.8

658.9

zm
(Len/2)

(mm)

1061.3

1054.2
1046.7

1038 . 7

1030 . 2

1021.0

1011.3

1000.8

Number
of

wires

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

320

Drift-

dist.

(mm)

5.26

5.41

5 57

5.74

5.91

6 09

6.27

6.46

Stereo

angle

(mrad)

34.9

34.9

-34.9

-34.9

34.9

34.9

-34.9

-34.9

Table 1. Stereo wire arrangement in the SWC (Part l of 2)

Table 1. Stereo wire arrangement in the SWC (Part 2 of 2)

4.3 TRACK RECONSTRUCTION IN THE SWC

The new constraint obtained from the chosen stereo arrangement opens a
rieh arsenal of track reconstruction strategies, like:

1. Track finding in the +2° view by methods known from axial wires, and a
'traditional' computation of the z coordinates from the -2° view. plus
straight line fits in in the r-z view, (more exactly the s-z view, with s
the projected track length).

2. Same method starting from the -2° view.

3. Finding the projected tracks in both views, and matching them via the
constraint of equal curvature.

4. Finding a track in the +2° view, and searching in the -2° view vrith pre-
3et curvature.

5. Same method starting from the -2° view.

Since high track densities produce occasional overlaps which cannot be
resolved in one view (even with a larger number of samplinga), the two
independent reconstructions together with the strategies listed above pro-
vide the possibility to disentangle complicated topologies. As can be seen
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from comparing the two event viewa in Figure 6 and Figure 7 on page 24,
even the amall difference in the stereo angle produces aizeable shifts of
the overlap patterns, and helps to analyse closely apaced tracks in at least
one

To obtain reliable resulta on the problema of pattern recognition, momen-
tum resolution and track confusion a detailed Monte Carlo study has been
performed which tracks the particles through the SWC äs specified in
TbI. I (p.20) and Tbl. 2 , including the Simulation of multiple scattering,
particle decays, and field non-uniformities.

Measurement error on wire v(f?) = 150 /im
2-resolution (= <7(r?)/(v5-tan 2°) <r(z) = 3-0 mm

ffire efficiency T) - .98
Nominal magnetic field B = 1.3 T
Absorber Thickness (Xo = radiation length)

Beampipe d = 0.5% • Xo
Gas (l bar) d = 0.5% • Xo
Wires (bexagonai cella) d = 1.2% • Xo

Total d = 2.2% • Xo

Table 2. Parameters of the SWC used for the Monte Carlo Simulation

As a first attempt, tracks were reconstructed in t^th stereo views by a
program which was adapted from an axial wire geometry. The track effi-
ciency was found high enough so that the viewa could be matched on the
track basis (strategy 3) without the need to develop and tune other strate-
gies at this stage. This track reconstruction program essentially has three
important features:

• The patterns of the tracks are reconstructed within a single stereo
projection. For simple events (collinear 2-prongs) the program finds
on average 17.7 out of 18 possible coordinates per track independently
of the momentum between l and 20 GeV.

• Since wrongly assigned drift ambiguities deteriorate the measurement
of the particle momentum, angle etc., special attention is required to
resolve them correctly. The proposed method which was tested in
Monte Carlo and in real events from the new PLUTO central detector.
consists of initially fitting circles to the poaitions of the struck sense
wires, then to the drift isochrones by first preferring large (unambig-
uous) ones, and finally by weighting all drift information equally.
Figure 9 on page 27 showa the inverse projected momentum corre-
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Figure 6. Multihadron event at Vs = 40 GeV, ( + )-view
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lation between both stero viewg for l GeV tracks showing a narrow
band with almost no 'background'. Figure 10 on page 28 shows Lhe
vertex distribution of 20 GeV tracks. Also this plot has almost no
background, and a vertex resolution of 0.12 mm is obtained which
roughly corresponds to the resolution for the driftchambers used in
the Monte Carlo Simulation (Tbl. 2 (p 22) ).

• A first order momentum fit is applied to the patterns in both Stereo
projections, and then both momenta are used for matching the
projections.

tfith the track reconstruction developed so far we are able to reconstruct
high multiplicity hadronic events (at Vs = 40 GeV). Figure 6 and Figure 7
on page 24 show the two stereo views of an event. Figure 8 shows the
result of simply matching the tracks (strategy 3), without any attempt to
irnprove the reconstruction by resorting to other strategies. The füll lines
represent the track parameters simply calculated äs the averages of the
Stereo parameters. The comparison with the undisturbed Monte Carlo
tracks (triangles) shows that the matching does work satisfactorily for this
event (and others. too), but the calculation of the track parameters still
needs some refinements.

In summary a Monte Carlo study of the proposed SWC yields momentum
resolutions consistent with the predicted ones shown in Figure 11 on page
29.The predictions are given äs a function of the polar angle T? for different
momenta both with (a) and without (b) using the interaction point äs an
additional constraint. At d = 90" a resolution ff(p)/pa = 0.005 GeV~ l is
obtained. The resolution of the polar angle is 0(1?) = 4 rnrad, the precision
of the vertex is <r(rmlQ) = 120 /im.

4.4 CHARGE DIVISION

Track reconstruction in the SWC becomes impossible for tracks with polar
angles -ö S 200 mrad. where not enough wires have been set to make a fit
and to resolve the drift ambiguities. Thus a direct z Information on some
of the innermost layers is needed. The resulting triple coordinates can be
used aa space points, but also be projected into any view in which they are
needed for a track search. Using a vertex constraint or hits in the endcap
proportional chambers this allows to measure- tracks down to i3 ~ 140
mrad. Direct z information on some layers distributed over the entire
radius of the SWC also provides the possibility of an r-z-trigger.

Information on the z-coordinöte can be obtained from individual wires by
the Charge division method, i.e. measuring the Charge at both ends of a

Central Track Detector

Figure 9. Correlation of the inverae projected momentum
( l / p ) (-)-view versus ( - ) -v iew. ( l / p ) in GeV"1, tf > 30=
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wire with a low impedance ampÜfier. From existing detectors one can
extrapolate that a z-resolution of ff(z)/L = 1% (L = length of the wire) can
be achieved with this technique.

This z-resolution ot the charge division Information is sufficient to be used
in the trigger and in track reconstruction. Once a track is found, a fit can
be made using the Information from the drift wires only. The precise z
and 1) information irould therefore still be extracted from the stereo wires.

We intend to equip ~1750 wires with the necessary double ADC readout for
charge division measurement. To be able to measure tracks down to small
polar angles, we foresee to equip the innermost chambers l to 8, and, for
the r-z-trigger, four further layers, namely chambers 12, SO, 28 and 36.
These layers have radii similar to those of the proportional chambers of
the present CELLO central detector which provide the r-z-trigger now.

We have the Option to equip more layers just by adding more electronics
without further modifications. The mechanical layout of the detector
allows for double ADC readout on all wires.

4.5 PARTICLE IDENTIFICATION

It is obvious that particle identification over the füll momentum ränge is
a highly desirable feature of any future detector. But within the limited
space in the CELLO coil, only a moderate particle identification of the
charged particles is possible.

4.5, l^dE/dx- Me asurement

In the proposed SWC, charged particle identification is possible by pulse
height measurements on the wires. However, such measurements are
inherently difficult in the presence of a high transverse magnetic field,
because of the complicated curling drift trajectories. Changing to an
octagonal or rectangular shape does not significantly simplify this drift
behaviour at 1.3 T. All preamplifiers are designed so äs to allow con-
nection to a main amplifier of an ADC channel. On the assumption that all
wires are equipped with an ADC readout and using the Standard
formulae /17/, the dE/di resolution which could be obtained with this
detector is bctween 7% and 10% in Argon (corresponding to about half
these values in Propane). The figure of merit for particle identification is
the number of Standard deviations by which the ionisation loss curves for
different particles are separated. In Figure 12 on page 31 we have plotted
this value for K/TT-Separation (a) and rr/e-separation (b) äs a function of
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the particle momentum. Calling a difference of 3 a a Separation,
K/n-Separation is possible for momenta £ 650 MeV, while n/e-separation
is possible up to *- 3.5 GeV. It should be mentioned that in the region
between l and 2 GeV the rr/e-Separation of the liquid argon calorimeter
becomes fully effective, so that TT/e-separaüon could be possible over the
füll momentum ränge.

It is not clear up to now whether this moderate particle identification can
be achieved. From the experience of other detectors is seems to be
non-trivial to obtain the ionisation loss from the pulse height measure-
ment. In particular there are two special features of the proposed SWC
which make thia measurement even more complicated: (i) the small
hexagonal drift cell with the high transverse magnetic field, and (ii) the
Variation of the shape of the individual cell with z. Measurements of the
ARGUS collaboration indicate that the z-variations of the cell size does not
introduce major problems. We plan to use the channels which are
equipped with ADC readout anyway (for charge division measurement) to
study these problems. Before the Installation of the SWC the problem of
the optimal evaluation of the pulseheights will be studied in a small test
module. Additional information will also be available from the analysis of
the test runs with the new PLUTO inner detector, which also has hexagonal
cells.

4.5.2 Kinematic Reconstruction of Invariant^Masses

Unstable particles are identified by reconstructing the invariant rnass of
their decay products. The precision of such a reconstruction depends on
both the momentum resolution, and the angular reaolution of the
detector. For a particle of mass M decaying into two light particles of
momenta pt and pz with opening angle a, the mass is

M = 2

Taking a(p) = K • p8 (K ~ 0.005
one obtains

piVpe - sin(a/2)

-*, the momentum resolution of the SWC)

= |*«-(pi/PiWPi) p,p2/4

With the proposed stereo angle of 2° the mass resolution at 1.6 GeV has
equal contributions from momentum and z resolution. Down to all but the
lowest polar angles the K° mass resolution is dominated by the
z-resolution a(i3):

a(MK) ~ V2 pK ff(tf) = 0.006 pK.
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4.6 TRACK TRIGGERS

The SWC described above fits well into the present CELLO track trigger phi-
losophy which is based on the generei recognition of two tracks. Only
minor modifications have to be made to the existing system, In the follow-
ing section the impact of the SWC on the trigger is discussed for the dif-
ferent trigger-'components' involved.

r-y> Trigger

It is possible to connect the present CELLO trigger to one of the stereo
views. Sirice the tracks have practically the same curvature äs in an axial
view. the momentum cut-off will not be changed if similar radii for the
triggering layers are chosen. The arrangement of having a large number
of layers in sets of four, each set having two layers with +2° followed by
two layers with -2° stereo angle, allows an interesting improvement: One
can derive the input signals from an OR of two neighbouring layers, which
is to leading order fully efficient, and operate the trigger with higher
redundancy, e.g. 7 out of 7 ORs instead of the present 5 out of 7 layers.

r-y-Endcap Trigger

For polar angles < 30° a trigger which combines r-<f> signals with those of
the endcap proportional chambers (ECPC) has proved to be extremely use-
ful. In order to conserve this feature, either we change the trigger logic or
we modify the cathode plates of the ECPC. In the latter case the endcap
y-segments have to form a natural extension of the triggering atereo
view. This means that every line which separates two $c-pads will have to
be moved sideways by z tan 2° = 49.1 mm for the first and 49.8 mm for the
second chamber. The whole cathode then looks like shown in Figure 13 on
page 34.

r-z Trigger

Although basically the z-information for the trigger could be extracted
from the stereo views in the same way äs done for the spatial track recon-
struction, it appears more practical to use some layers with Charge divi-
sion (see See."Charge Division" on page 26) and obtain z-signals within
l fj,sec. The electronics for an analogue conversion of the current into
z-signals, and for storing them in the appropriate registers is under study.

r-z-Endcap Trigger

The combination of the r-z- with the ECPC-signals is straightforward. One
only has to modify the mutual assignment, that is to combine the
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Figure 13. Segmentation of ECPC cathodes
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z-signals corresponding to stereo wire radius r0 (at z=0) with an endcap
pad radius which hag z tana ~ 49 mm added in quadrature to r0.

4.7 READOUT ELECTRONICS OF THE SWC

The ster o wirea are either read at one side only, or if Charge division is
requegted. on both ends. Newly developed preamplifiers will be installed
which can be used simultanously for an ADC and a TDC readout. Thus one
end of the wire is connected with at most one signal cable to the electron-
ics racks.

The possible configurations of electronic read out are listed in Tbl. 3
together with their prices (status of Febr. 1983). The colums refer to the
following configurations: complete readout on both ends (1). complete
readout on one end (2). and TDC readout only on one end (3)

The best solution for the TDC and ADC channels would certainly be a cum-
plete new design, including new features Iike self-calibration of the
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System, instead of the present 'manual' adjustment procedures, and large
scale Integration (e.g. up to 96 channels/card). At the PLUTO detector
many TDCs of relatively new design are available. We intend to use those
which have been purchased by Glasgow University in this experiment.
Within the limited budget available during the construction of the
detector, we shall try to keep äs many options open äs possible and start
with a minimal solution for the electronics which could easily be upgraded
afterwards. As a minimal solution we consider equipping all wires with TDC
readout only and ~ 1750 wires with additional double ADC readout.

Configuration Nr.

Item

1

Preamplifier 1 2

Cable

ADC charmel

TDC channel

Adapter (TDC and ADC

on same end of wire)

Price of configuration

2

2

1

1

640

2

1

1

1

1

1

410

3

1

1
0
1

0

230

Price

DM

30

50

150

150

30

DM

Table 3- Electronic equipment for SWC wires
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5.0 FORWARD TAGGING COUNTER3

The angular region accessible to the forward taggers ranges from 26 to 110
mrad. The adjacent endcap calorimeter becomea efficient for angles tf
> 140 mrad. As explained under "Specifioation of the New Detector Com-
ponents" on page 14 we have to choose a two step solution consisting of a
large angle forward detector (LAF) covering the ränge 50 < iJ < HO mrad
and a small angle forward detector (SAF) covering the ränge 26 < iS < 50
mrad. Each detector consists of a shower counter and 4 planes of tube
chambers for e/y Separation. Figure 14 on page 37 shows the proposed
setup of the forward detectors.

5.1 LARGE ANGLE FORWARD DETECTOR (LAF)

5.1.1 BGO Shower Counter

The design of the LAF shower counter has to cope with a number of
extremely difficult conditions:

• The counter is exposed to a field of 0.5 to l T.

• The available space is limited by the presence of pumps and tube
chambers to a length of - 350 mm including readout. The free space
in the radial direction is only 100 mm.

We propose using an array of bismuth germanate (BGO) crystals äs a show-
er counter. BGO is the only material known to us, which meets the above
topologicai conditions and yet yields an adequate resolution, matching the
resolution of the endcap counters. In particular, BGO has the following
favorable properties:

• short radiation length of 1.13 cm (This allows a good longitudinal con-
tainment in the proposed 30 cm long volume. It also optimizes the
lateral Containment. In BGO 50 % of the shower energy is contained
within a cylinder of 5 mm radius),

• potential for photodiode readout, which works in the fringe field (The
low noise preamph'fiers can be mounted directly behind the
photodiode),

radiation resistance.

easy segmentation for measuring the position of photon showers.
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Figure 15 showa a side view (vertical cut) of the array, and Figure 16 on
page 39 ahows a front view. The array consists of 6 rings of crystals. The
ringa are divided azimuthally in segments of 6.9° width. The crystals have
trapezoidal cross sections and a length of 20 cm This corresponds to 17.9
radiation lengths. The segmentation is optimized to match the size of
commercially available photodiodes which are used to read out the crys-
tals. The total number of crystals and electronic channels is 632. The
crossed parts between R7 and R8 indicate the areas missing at the rear of
the crystals due to the conical shape of the inner edge.

K t.* ft7m*t

BGQ-AnordnunQ
Seitenansicht

BGQ-Anordnung

Ansicht aus Richtung WWP_

Figure 16 Front view of the BGO array of the LAF The shaded areas
indicate the size of photodiodes

Figure 15. Side view of the BGO array (vetical cut)
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The crystals will be mounted in a water cooled Container, which will be
temperature stabilized to 0.5°C. The inner wall of the Container is conical
and leavea the 50 mrad cone free of material. The inner edge of the crys-
tals is at 54 mrad. The effective region of the counter where more than
50% of the ghower energy is contained ranges frora 56 to 106 mrad.
Leakage losses of electron showers at the edges will be partially corrected
for, using known shower profiles and the space Information from the LAF
tube ohamber (see "Drift Tube Detector" on page 41).

The counter provides very good spatial resolution ( ( 7 - 2 - 3 mm for shower
energies > l GeV /1B/). The energy resolution a(E)/E will be on the 3%
level above l GeV. 1t is limited by transverse leakage. Recently the energy
resolution of BGO crystals with photodiode readout has been measured. A
resolution of tr(E)/E = 3% in an array sized 6 • 6 • 20 cm3 at 4 GeV has been
obtained from a first analysis /19/. These results are confirmed by tests
performed at DESY. Due to the small radiation length of 1.1 cm the trans-
verse leakage of BGO is smaller than in typical scintillator sandwich
counters like the PLUTO small angle tagger (SAT), which has an effective
radiation length of 1.72 cm. Good lateral Containment of the shower is
important in view of the limited lateral extension of the counter. The Q2

resolution of the tagged electrons will be a(Q3)/Q2 ~ 6%. This is compara-
ble to the resolution of the liquid argon endcap counters. Equally
important, the BGO counter in conjunction with the the LAF tube chambers
will resolve the shower positions of photons from ly- and 2y-reactions
with typical resolutions of cr(iJ) = 3 - 4 mrad and a(<p) = 30 mrad. In addi-
tion relativistie charged pions can be located in the BGO from their energy
deposit of 180 MeV.

From present experience we expect that the proposed counter will fuiic-
tion adequately in the radiation enviroment of PETRA. M. Kobayashi et
al./20/. have demonstrated that BGO of 99.999% purity has more than 100
times higher resistance against low energy photon radiation than SF5 lead
glass. Most of the observed radiation damage due to photons recovera by
itself after several hours. These Undings have been confirmed recently by
radiation tests at DESY /2l/. A qualitative check of the radiation resist-
ance of crystals exposed on the PLUTO and on the CELLO beam pipe has
shown no damage. Both the LAF shower counters and tube chambers will
be shielded by l mm of lead against scattered sychrotron radiation.

Each segment of the BGO shower counter array is read out by a silicon
photodiode attached to its end. The photodiodes work well in magnetic
fields, The pulse readout System will consist of low noise preamplifiers
developped at the Max-Planck-Institut in Munich. The preamplifier and
shaping amplifier will be mounted äs a hybridized chip behind the BGO
crystals. The Signal then will be fed to a Standard ADC.
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The combination of photodiodes and low noise amplifiers has a gain stabil-
ity of better than 1% /19/. Gain variations due to temperature changes of
the BGO will be kept below 0.5% by using a water cooled insulated
Container. Calibration and stability monitoring will be done using events
from Bhabha scattering and cosmic ray Signals. A cosmic ray muon depos-
its about 14 UeV in a 1.5 cm thick BGO crystal at perpendicular passage.
Signals of this magnitiude can be well separated from noise when using low
noise photodiodes like the Hamamatsu S1723.

The status and the time schedule of the project is the following:

A matrix of 38 crystals (l • l • 15 cm3) has been tested in an electron
beam at DESY during December 1982. The readout consisted of
Hamamatsu S1337 photodiodes together with preamplifiers developped
at DESY for liquid argon counters. The analysis is underway. Further
tests will be carried out in the first half of 1983 using improved
photodiodes (Hamamatsu S1723) and improved preamplifiers. Design
studies for a water-cooled Container have started.

We anticipate acquiring part of the necessary amount of BGO during
this year for additional tests and the rest in 1984. Hence the füll array
can be mounted together with the LAF tube chambers late in 1984 in
connection with a modified beam pipe (see "Beampipc" on page 49).

5.1.2. Drift Tube Detector

The tube chambers in front of the BGO shower counter have to serve two
purposes:

• provide an accurate r and <f> measurement of the point of passage of
charged tracks,

• allow e/y identification in conjunction with the signal from the BGO
counter.

The accurate r Information of cr(r) = l mm or better is necessary partic-
ularly at the edges of the BGO counter in order to determine the fraction
of leakage energy. It also helps for cross checks and calibration. Further
design criteria are (i) minimizing the amount of material in the chambers
and (ii) providing a sufficient number of layers in order to reduce the con-
fusioii caused by spurious hits from soft photons. On the other hand from
a logistic point of view the number of electronic channels should be kept
äs low äs possible.
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Figure 17. The LAF drift tube chamber
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We propose a solution of drift tube chambers similar to the present
beampipe detector of CELLO. Figure 17 shows a front view and a side view
of one quarter chamber. The detector consists of two double layers of
aluminum tubes (wall thickness 0.2 mm). The tube diameter is 6.6 mm.
Each double layer is subdivided azimuthally into 8 segments of 45° wldth.
The rear double layer (layers 3 and 4 in Figure 17) is rotated by <V = 22.5°
with respect to the front double layer (layers l and 2). This leads to a
complete azimuthal.coverage for polar angies of 53 < i3 < 106 rnrad (re-
quiring at least one double layer to be hit).

The tubes will be read out by prearnplifiers and TDCs of the same type ag
used in the PLUTO experiment (a total of 768 channels). The radial posi-
tion resolution will be better than 0.5 mrn and the azimuthal resolution
between 10 and 20 mrad. The potential for identifying photon-initiated
showers will depend largely on the arnount of material in front of the
chambers.

5.2 SMALL ANGLE FORWARD DETECTOR (SAF)

The small angle detector will consist of an existing shower counter and
2 - 4 planes of proportional tube chambers. The detector serves three
purposes:

monitoring of Bhabha events,
• tagging of electrons from 2y-events,
• vetoing against hard photons from radiative ly-annihilation which

could simulate an electron tag.

We consider two options for the shower counter: (i) the CELLO lead glass
counter (FWD3) and (ii) the PLUTO small angle tagger (SAT).

5.2.1 The CELLO Lead Glass Counter

The forward lead glass detector currently in use at CELLO in the ränge of
50 to 110 mrad could be used äs a SAF after some modifications and
improvements. It would cover the ränge of 26 to 50 mrad. At larger angies
it would be shadowed by the LAF.

The decrease of the minimum angle to 26 mrad can be obtained by moving
the FWD3 from I z l = 2650 mm to I z l = 3350 mrn and making the following
modifications:
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1. the inner edge of the lead glass blocks will be shaped in order to
locate them äs dose äs possible to the beampipe,

2. new stripes of circular scintillators will be added (see Figure 18 on
page 45).

In addition some other improvements can be made to the FWD3. The posi-
tion ia determined by calculating the barycentre of the shower in the cir-
cular scintillators. The shower is obtained at present by the conversion of
the electron (or photon) in the material in front of the FWD3 to which
about one radiation length of lead is added. In the future the only materi-
al in front of the SAF will be the beampipe (S 0.85 rad.length). The
conversion will be obtained by adding lead glass blocks of 3 rad. length in
front of the scintillators to provide an active Converter.

As in the current design, we will put acceptance and luminosity counters
in front of the lead glaas converter. The performance of the modified
FWD3 will be the following:

Total length
Acceptance :

Resolution

= 17 rad. length
26 < T? < 50 mrad

A? ^ 3-j

ff(E)/E = (2 + 7/VE)%
cr(r) = 4 mm
a((f>) ä 10°

The efficiency of the position measurement and of the e/y-separation will
be improved by adding tube chambers in front of the FTO3 (see below).

A problem which could affect the FWD3 is the radiation damage induced in
the lead glass. In order to minimise such effectg we leave space around
the beampipe for 1.5 cm of lead shielding. We intend to put a lead glass
block in the possible future position of the SAF in order to determine if
the effect of radiation damage (yellowing of the lead glass) is still impor-
tant.

If there are still serioug problems of this type, the existing PLUTO SAT can
be used to cover the 29 to 50 mrad region.

5.3.3 The PLUTO Small Angle Tagger

This sandwich counter contains 30 lead plates ot 3.4 mm thickness and 31
scintillator plates of 6 mm thickness. The counter is divided into 12 seg-
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Figure 18. Front view of the amall angle forward detector (SAF),
Option 1: modified FVD3, currently used at CELLO.
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ments of Ay = 30°. Each Segment is read out by wavelength shifters at the
inner and outer edge to allow a radial position measurement öl showers by
comparing the two pulse heights. Similarly a '/j-position is obtained by
comparing the pulse heigths from neighbouring y-segments Figure 19 on
page 47 showa a front view of the detector

Ät the position Izl = 3700 mm the detector will cover the polar angle ränge
from 29 < tf < 70 mrad. For t) > 50 mrad the SAF is shadowed by the LAF.

In the PLUTO experiment the detector was installed at Izl = 3600 mm. Its
Performance for detecting high energy electrons was äs follows:

Total length - 18.2 rad. length
Acceptarice : 29 < iS < 50 mrad

A? ~ 2rr

Resolution : ff(E)/E = (17/VE)%
cr(r) = 7 mm
<j(-f) = 25 rnrad (with an efficiency of - 95%)

5 2.3 SAF Tube Chambers

We propose to install the existing proportional tube chambers which were
attached to the PLUTO SAT. The tube chambers consist of 72 horizontal
and 132 vertical brass tubes (cross section 10 • 10 mrn2, wall thickness
0.3mm). Two horizontal stripes at 60 < y < 80 mm and at -80 < y < 60 mm
are not covered by the tubes. corresponding to ~ 5% of the azimuthal
acceptance of the SAT. The outer dimensions of the chambers are indi-
cated aa dash-dotted lines in Figure 19 on page 47. We have an option of
adding two more planes of identical chambers. These will be oriented at
45° relative to the chambers shown.

In the PLUTO experiment the front of the chambers was shielded by 2 mm
of lead (~ 0.35 rad. length)- By requiring ciean position Information in the
chambers electrona could be located with 85% efficiency, whereas only 10%
of high energy photons simulated a clean electron signal. By combining
the shower counter and the tube chamber Information, photon initiated
showers have been identified with ~ 65% efficiency.

We plan to improve these values by reducing thickness of the lead shield
and adding two additional layers of tubes Monte Carlo st.udies of a similar
tube System /22/ show that most of the spurious hits accompanying the
trajectory of an electron are caused by aoft photons from two sources:
(i) radiation in the material in front of the chamber, and

Figure 19. Front view of the small angle forward detector (SAF),
option 2: PLUTO small angle t«gger SAT. Fül l lines:
boundaries of the lead scinti l lator sandwich, dash-dot ted
lines: boundaries of the two planes of hor izontal and
vertical proport ional tube c h a n i b e t s
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(ii) backscattering from the shower counter behind the tube chambers.
The arabiguities caused by spurious single hits can be reduced by increas-
ing the number of layers. Photon Identification will be possible in the
ränge of 26 < i? < 39 mrad.
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6.0 BEAMPIPE

Here we first discuss the beampipe which will be used when all the items of
this proposal are realised (so called "85-beampipe"). In the time before
when already the LAF will be ready. an intermediate version of the
beampipe ("84-beampipe") will be used. which is described at the end of
this section.

6.1 85-BEAMPIPE

The beampipe in the experimental area ( I z l < 4320mm) consists out of 3
mechanically separated parts:

1. the central section !zl < 1900 mm
2 two end sections with 1900 < I z l < 4300 mm

A cross section of the beampipe is given in Figure £0 on page 50.

Each section will be equipped with sets of NEG pumps at I z l = 2000 mm and
at Izl = 3500 mm to guarantee good vacuum conditiona at the interaction
region.

6 1.1 Central Section

The central section has a total length of 3800 mm. It can be easily trans-
ported and inserted into the SWC in the CELLO hall. It consists of five
parts which are welded together and cannot be separated for mounting.
The parts are: the inner pipe, two LAF Windows and the first naives of two
SAF trunipets.

• Inner pipe:

This part is made out of beryllium. It has a length of 1100 mm, an out-
er diameter of 140 mm- The wall thickness is 1.5 mm (0.5% rad. length).
This allows all particles with polar angles Ä 130 mrad to enter the SWC
with a minumum of multiple scattering. This thin beampipe is essen-
tial for the good vertex reconstruction capability of the SWC-

• LAF window:

The polar angle region 110 < i? < 130 mrad is covered by the flanges of
the liquid argon endcap calorimenter. Thus no particle detection is
possible in this ränge. We use this ränge for a massive beampipe
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r =200

CELLO BEAMPIPE '65

STATUS 15/2Ä3

35235

Figure 20. Cross section of the 85-beampipe: the scale on the r -axis
is enlaged by a factor of 20 compared to the
z-( = beam)-axis
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trumpet which Starts at tz l = 550 mm with a radius of 68 mm and ends
at lz l= 1180 mm with a radius of 130 mm. The massive trumpet is a
sandwich, made from aluminum and lead {in total 4 mm of AI and 2
mm of Pb) which has two main purposes: (i) to serve äs end flange for
the stereo vertex chamber and (ü) to protect the central detector
against Synchrotron radiation comming frorn the mini beta
quadrupole. In the ränge 1180 < Izl < 1360 mm a thin (~2 mm AI) con-
ical shaped window for the LAF covers the polar angle 50 < i3 < 110
mrad.

• SAF trumpet:

This section stats at lzl=1360 mm with a radius of 68 mm and ends in a
flange at '2! = 1900 mm with an inner radius of 95 mrn. [nstde the LAF
cooling pipes and 5 mm of therrnal insulation will be mounted between
the beampipe and the BGO Container.

The central section will be equipped wi th a Synchrotron radiation
absorber, positioned at the end of inner pipe to shield the central
detector. It covers the polar angle in the ränge 110 < iS < 140 rnrad, the
region of inefficiency between the LAF and the liquid argon endcaps. Fur-
ther downstream, masks in the beampipe are foreseen to reduce the back-
ground. Details will be f i x e d later, after the PETRA quadrupcle
configuration is fixed and after our experience with the setup runnmg this
year has been evaluated.

6.1.3 End Section.s

The end sections terminate the part of the beampipe of increasmg diam-
eter, making a vertical window for the SAF. This window is situated at j z ' =
2260 mm between r = 60 mm and r = 123 mrn, and has a thickness of 2 mm
of aluminum. It will be traversed by particles in the polar angle ränge of 26
< i? < 50 mrad, which will be detected in the SAF. From the window to the
end flange at ;zl = 4320 mm the beampipe is a straight tube with an inner
diameter of 120 mm- Additional absobers can be inserted here The total
length of each section is 2.42 m.

62 84-BEAMPLPE

At the end of 1984 the BGO for the LAF will be available. It is envisaged to
use the LAF contamers in the CELLO detector setup already at that time.
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This Implies some modification of the existing (83-beampipe) in the ränge
1100 < Izl < 1800 mm to provide a Window for the LAF. During this time the
FWD3 detector will remain at its present place.
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7.0 DATA ACQUISITION AND COMPUTER REQU1REMENT5

In principle the new components fit perfectly into the existing CELLO data
acquisition scheme. Since the number of electronics channels is not great-
ly changed, the existing online Computer capacity will be sufficient.

Details concerning the load on the online Computer caused by the pro-
posed items have not yet been worked out in de t all. Especially the impact
of the IBM-370-E emulator which will be provided by the Tel-Aviv group
and which will be operative at the start-up of the SWC needs further
studies.

The load on the offline Computers due to data filtering. reduction, recon-
struction and analysis is expected to be equivalent to our previous exper-
iments. The cornputing capacity in the external laboratories and the
equivalent contingency at DESY are therefore adequate.
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a.O COSTS, TIME 5CHEDULE

The costs and the time estimateg are given on the basis of the prices and
the technical knowledge of Februray 1903.

8.1 COSTS

6.1.1 Investment Money

The Investment money for the three proposed new components is listed in
the tables below. They include only external costs. External maiipower is
assumed (partly) for stringing the wires and Installation of the SWC.

Central Detector

The costs are specified in Tbl. 4 (p.55) . As pointed out in "Readout Elec-
tronics of the SWC" on page 34 we intend to equip -1750 wires with type l
electronics and the rest of ~5750 wires with type 3 electronics (see
Tbl. 3 (p.35) ), The prices for these channels (complete readout from pre-
amplifier to online Computer) are DM 640 and DM 230 respectively. Thus
the total price for the readout electronics would be 2445 kDM. Using the
existing TDC channels which have an equivalent value of ~465 kDM, the
Investment necessary for the readout electronics is 1980 kDM.

Forward Detectors

The costs of the forward detectors are specified in Tbl. 5 (p 56) 1t
includes the complete construction of the LAF using some cables and pre-
amplifiers from PLUTO for the readout electronics. The costs of the mod-
ifications of the SAF are estimated on the basis of the modification of the
present FWD3 detector.

Beampipe

The costs of the beampipe specified in Tbl. 6 (p.56) . Since the LAF will be
already installed in 1964, modifications of the present beampipe are neces-
sary (1984 beampipe). In the final setup a complete new construction is
foreseen. It should be mentioned here again that the inner section (Pos.
2.1 and 2.2 in Tbl. 6 ) of this beampipe is an integral part together with the
SVC (Pos 1.2 in Tbl. 4 (p.55) ).
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kUM

1. Meehcuiics and Gas supply
1.1 Endplates
1.2 Vertex detector (without beampipe)
1.3 Out er cylinder
1.4 Wire feed-throughs (endplate)
1.5 Supports for preatnplifiers and

connections to wires
1.6 Sense- and potential wires
1.7 Tools for roounting and stringing
1.8 Gas pipes and distribution
1.9 Gas raixing apparatus

3um l

350
80
70

200

90
120
200

40
100

1250

2

2
2

o

Electronics

1 Readrut electronics

2 Uodifications of trigger

3 HV supply, complete

Sum 2

3

3

3

Manpower (external)

1 Stringing the wires

2 Cabling and Installation in pit

?um 3

Total SI..TI

1980

100

120

2200

300

100

400

3850

Table 4. Cost estimates for the SWC
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1. LAF

1.1 BGO

1.2 Readout electronics and trigger for BGO

1.3 BGO Container and supports

1.4 Tube chambers

1.5 Readout electronics for tube chambers

Sum 1

2. SAF

2.1 Modifications of SAF

2.2 Supports

Sum 2

Total sum

kDM

600

300

30

25

135

1090

30

30

60

1150

Table 5. Cost estimates for the forward detectors

1.
2.

2.1

2.2

Modification of the 1983 beampipe

Beampipe for 1985

Inner berylliua part

Beampipe trumpets

Sum

kDM

50

100

50

200

Table 6. Cost estimates for the beampipe

8,1.2 Cost breakdown

In Tbl. 7 (p.57) we give a total cost breakdown for the costs of the detec-
tor components and for the money involved from the members of the col-
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laboration. Their contributions are subject to final approval by funding

authorities.

In the period of 1983 to 1985 some additional equipment will be needed

which is not included in this proposal A new He-compressor for the sup-
ply of the superconducting coil will be purchased in 1983. Presently a

coarse scintillator sandwich is being built which closes the gap between
endcap and barrel shower counters (22° < -d < 30°). An

IBM-370-E-emulator will be installed in the online data acquisition chain.

Furthermore a TOF System is being considered.

Component

Contributions of

DESY

Glasgow

Hamburg

IN2P3

Karlsruhe

München

Sum

swc

kDW

1970

200

160

470

550

500

3850

LAF/ SAF

kDM

30

440

30

250

400

1150

Beam-

pipe

kDM

200

200

Total

CQStS

kDM

2300

200

600

500

800

900

5200

Table 7. Total cost breakdown (subject to final approval)

82 TIME SCHEDULE

The time schedule is given in Tbl. 8 (p.58) . The characters used in this
table have the following meanings: D = design, F = fabrication, T = test,
I = Installation, W = vrire stringing (SWC only). The time schedule
assumes an approval of this proposal in spring 1983.
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Component

1. SWC

1.1 Endplates

1.2 Vertex Det.

1 .3 Wiring tools

1 .4 Electronics

2. LAF/SAF

2.1 BGO

tests

2.2 LAF tube eh.

2.3 SAF

active convert.

mod. Pb-Glass

supports

2.4 SAF tube eh.

3. Beampipe

3-1 '84 beampipe

3.2 '85 beampipe

inner part

out er part

1983

JJASOND

D-D F-

D D

D-D F—

D-UF

JJASOND

F —

F — F

JJASOND

D DF-

D D

JJASOND

1983

Year/Month

1984

JFMAMJJASOND

-FW

F — FW-

-F
L-Tr i

JFMAMJJASOND

T-T T— T
— FT T

F FT-T

F-F

T-T

JFMAMJJASOND

F

p

JFMAMJJASOND

1984

1985

JFMAMJJAS

WT — TU

HT — TU

T

JFMAMJJAS

II

II

I

FI

I

I

JFMAMJJAS

-FI

F— F II

JFVAMJJAS

1985

Table 8. Time schedule 1983 - 85

9.0 5 UMMARY

In order to meet the requirements of experiments running during the
comming years at PETRA, we propose significant modifications to the exist-
ing CELLO detector set-up, namely to replace the central track detector
and to improve the detectors in the forward region. We are convinced that
the parts of the detector, which will not be modified, especially the super-
conducting coil and the liquid argon calorimeters, are quite appropnate
for future experiments.

The proposed central track detector is a cylindrical dr i f t chamber with 36
layers and a total of ~ 7500 wires. All wires have angles of ± 2° with respect
to the bearn axis. The expected momentum resolution is cr(p)/pa ~
0.005 GeV-', the vertex precision is cr(rmm) = 120 pm. About 23% of the
wires are equipped with current division readout to facilitate pattern
recognition at srnall polar angles. Track measurement is possible down to
polar angles of 1? - 140 rnrad.

To cover the angular region i3 < 130 mrad at best a two step solution is
proposed: a "large angle forward tagger" and a "small angle forward
tagger". The large angle forward tagger is an array of BGO crystals with
photodiode readout, which has an energy resolution cornparable to that of
the liquid argon endcap calorimeter. The srnall angle forward detector _s
an existing shower counter array. Both detectors have additional tube
chambers for irnproved position measurements.

The proposed hardware is organized such that improvements in the future
are possible without rnajor modifications, e.g. there is spdce for a time of
füght counter and we have the Option to equip all wires with ADC readout
for dE/dx measurement to improve the particle identification.

Beyond the experiments at PETRA we mention here that several iterns of
the CELLO detector have properties which ere required for first generation
experiments at the HERA collider. The central track detector is designed to
disentangle high track densities, the superconducting coil is compact, the
liquid argon calorimeters have a fine granularity and are relatively thick.
These features are typical of those required for central detectors and
electromagnetic calorimeters in experiments to study deep inelastic ep
collisions.
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